The aim of this study was to compare breast and cervical cancer screening rates between female cancer survivors and a population without cancer to identify factors related to cervical and breast cancer screening in cancer survivors. Methods: We included 17,765 adults (738 cancer survivors and 17,027 individuals without cancer) in this study, all of whom who were 30 years of age or older and participated in the Fourth and Fifth Korean National Health and Nutritional Examination Surveys from 2007-2012. Multiple logistic regression analysis was performed to identify factors related to cervical and breast cancer screening uptake in female cancer survivors. Results: The screening rate for breast cancer was 56.6%, which was higher than that in the non-cancer control group (P=0.001). The screening rate for cervical cancer was 51.4%, which was not different from that of the noncancer control group. In terms of breast cancer screening, cancer survivors showed no significant difference in the rate of screening 5 years after their cancer diagnosis. However, cervical cancer survivors were less likely to have cervical cancer screening 10 years after their cancer diagnosis. There was no significant association between cancer screening and sociodemographic factors. Conclusion: Breast and cervical cancer screening rates in Korean female cancer survivors are low. Secondary primary cancer screening of female cancer survivors needs to be planned in a comprehensive manner, with the consideration of influences beyond sociodemographic factors.
INTROduCTION
The number of cancer survivors is increasing because of early detection and advances in treatment. In Korea, 5-year relative cancer survival rates improved to 68.1% in 2008-2012 from 41.2% in 1993-1995. 1) In cancer survivors, the diagnosis of a new cancer as a second primary cancer (SPC) is an important issue.
2) SPCs are a leading cause of mortality among long-term survivors and are more likely to occur in survivors. 3, 4) Common etiologic factors such as lifestyle, environmental exposures, and genetics, as well as late effects of prior treatment, can influence SPC development. 4) Therefore, cancer survivors need to have more thorough and regular cancer screening than people without cancer. [5] [6] [7] However, the few studies that have provided SPC screening rates had limitations such as not considering the effect of sex or the cancer site, or having limited information about cancer sites. [8] [9] [10] Research on SPC screening behavior in female cancer survivors is lacking. As the life expectancy of women increases, cancer incidence and cancer survival rates in women increase. In women, breast cancer is the second most common cancer in Korea. The age-standardized incidence rate of breast cancer in 2012 was 50.7 per 100,000 people, which represents a 5.9% annual increase since 1999. The age-standardized incidence rates for cervical cancer have continuously decreased in Korea, but they are higher than those in developed countries. 1) The National Cancer Screening Program (NCSP) provides women over 40 years of age with breast cancer screening and women over 30 years of age with cervical cancer screening biannually.
11) The NCSP set a goal of achieving a screening rate of 70% by 2015. 12) Although high cancer screening rates were expected, the SPC screening rate was only 37.7%
in 2009, which is much lower than those in other developed countries.
13)
We investigated the screening rates for breast and cervical cancer in 
data Collection

Statistical analyses
The general characteristics and prevalence of breast and cervical cancer screening were compared between cancer survivors and the noncancer controls using a chi-square test. Differences in cancer screening rates were compared according to cancer site: thyroid, stomach, 
RESuLTS
The general characteristics of the 738 cancer survivors and 17,027 noncancer controls are shown in Table 1 . Cancer survivors were older and had lower levels of education, household income, and employment compared to the non-cancer controls. The cancer survivors were less likely to smoke and drink alcohol and had more comorbidities than the non-cancer controls.
The cancer screening rates of the cancer survivors and non-cancer controls are shown in Figure 1 . Colon cancer survivors had lower screening rates for cervical cancer than women in the non-cancer control group.
The rate of cancer screening evaluated according to the time since diagnosis is shown in Table 3 . In terms of breast cancer screening, cancer survivors showed no significant difference in screening rates five years after their cancer diagnosis. However, cancer survivors were less likely to have cervical cancer screening 10 years after their cancer diagnosis.
The factors associated with cancer screening behavior in the cancer survivors are shown in Table 4 . Only women over 40 years of age had significantly higher breast cancer screening rates.
dISCuSSION
In this study, women in a cancer-survivors group were more likely to undergo breast cancer screening than women in a non-cancer control group. Nonetheless, half of the cancer survivors did not undergo cancer screening. There were no sociodemographic factors or health behaviors that were significantly associated with breast and cervical cancer screening, with the exception of having an age over 40 years, which was positively associated with breast cancer screening.
We propose several reasons for the low rate of cancer screening in female cancer survivors. First, cancer survivors believe that cancer screening is not necessary because they have routine medical examinations. 13, 16) 10, 13, 17) and they visit health care providers more frequently than the general population. [19] [20] [21] These factors may affect SPC screening rates. Also, in previous studies, cancer survivors followed up by both primary care providers and oncologists were more likely to have SPC screening and other comprehensive care compared to those who were only seen by oncologists. 22, 23) Thus, we think that the role of primary care providers for following cancer survivors is important in improving SPC screening rates.
Comparing breast and cervical cancer screening rates according to cancer site, our results revealed that stomach and thyroid cancer survivors had greater than 70% screening rates for breast and cervical cancers. However, of colon cancer survivors, only 52.7% had breast cancer screening and 37.5% had cervical cancer screening, which was lower than the rates in non-cancer controls. These findings were consistent with previous studies. 13, 20, 24) However, in previous studies, the much lower rate of SPC screening for female colon cancer survivors was noted as a weak point of their health care and promotion policy.
Survivors of breast and cervical cancer were expected to have higher rates of screening with mammograms and Papanicolaou testing, respectively, because of the common hormone receptors underlying the pathogenesis of both diseases. However, the screening rates in these groups were not different from those of the non-cancer controls or survivors of cancers at other sites. Therefore, patient education and physicians' recommendations are needed for these patient populations.
Our findings suggest that sociodemographic factors and health behaviors are not significantly associated with breast and cervical cancer screening rates in female cancer survivors. In a previous study, cancer survivors with high household incomes were more likely to undergo cancer screening than those with low household incomes. 8) We propose that people in the middle range of household incomes may have more easy access to the NCSP. Since 2005, the NCSP has been free for Medical Aid recipients and National Health Insurance participants in the lower half of the income stratum. 25) The NCSP might have reduced the effect of household income on cancer screening practices. Other studies on breast and cervical cancer screening in the general population show that it is associated with education level, marital status, 18, 26) smoking, 27) and alcohol use. 28) However, our results indicate that the marital status, education level, smoking, and alcohol use of female cancer survivors were not significantly associated with cancer screening rates. Generally, the rate of SPC screening declines with time since the primary cancer diagnosis. 13, 24, 29) Accordingly, the cancer survivors in our study surviving more than 10 years after their cancer diagnosis were less likely to undergo cervical cancer screening, which was thought to be due to the fact that they were too old to undergo routine cervical cancer screening. However, for breast cancer screening, we found no decrease in screening rates with time.
This study had several strengths. We excluded breast and cervical cancer survivors for our overall analysis to rule out their influence on overall cancer screening rates; therefore, our data reflect a representative sample of the general population in Korea.
A limitation of this study was the use of secondary data. KNHANES did not provide clinical data such as cancer stage and the method of cancer treatment. Also, we could not explain the causal relationship between cancer screening rates and sociodemographic factors because the study design was cross-sectional. KNHANES is based on self-reported questionnaires, introducing the possibility of recall bias.
However, in the self-reported data, both cancer screening paid for by the government and screening paid for by individuals can be included in the analysis of screening behavior.
In conclusion, a substantial proportion of women cancer survivors do not undergo breast and cervical cancer screening. However, unlike previous studies, sociodemographic factors showed no significant effects on screening rates. We need to comprehensively understand oth- 
